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My aims

• Real estate

– asset (real estate economics)

– physical dimensions (traditional real estate analysis)

• Is an evolutionary economic view applicable to real 
estate?

• The sustainability of real estate products (mainly • The sustainability of real estate products (mainly 
Budapest)?

• The innovative aspect: combining the two different 
traditions by putting the economic sustainability 
dimension under scrutiny

• Interviews of academic, non government, public and 
private sector experts + analysis of prices + field insp.



Urban Real Estate

• Cities cannot be understood without a relation to real 

estate development and markets

• Upward and downward developments in the value of 

their real estate stock

• Some of the theory of housing market modelling has 

included these mechanisms and assumptions included these mechanisms and assumptions 

implicitly (but commercial market modelling less so)

• Heterogeneity in product ranges

• The issue is about market outcome and the behaviour 

of actors such as developers and investors



The evolutionary dynamics (of the economy)

Commonly traced back to Nelson & Winter (1982)

• The intuitive appeal: it not only considers isolated 
markets such as NCE, but the society at large

• Economic decision-making is like other kinds of 
decision-making: it operates under constraints

A parallel line: K Boulding (1910-93)

• the refutation of the mechanistic NCE, and 

• a demonstration of the relevance of evolutionary 
principles in explaining economic phenomena

EEG: e.g. Boschma & Frenken (2011) quantitative 
modelling & path dependent nature of clustering; R 
Martin (2012) on house prices in the US



Environmental

-ecologic 

sustainability

The current theory of sustainability

Separating the 

dimensions in an urban 

real estate context is 

tedious and artificial

Social-cultural sustainability

Economic 

-financial

sustainability



Urban property development – how sustainable?

The right mix of investment and regulation fosters

1. Quality

2. Affordability

3. Diversity (evolutionary argument)

Environment Economy Social

Quality X X

OBS: Budapest is more affected by 

the global crisis than other 

European cities!

Quality X X

Affordability X X

Differentiation X X X



Recent developments in Hungary

• In May 2010 a new government (pol. right, but against neo-
liberalism!); over 70% share of votes, thus democratically 
legitimate

• Debate: The extent to which private investment driven 
property development has legitimate claims to take over from 
the public onethe public one

• This country exemplifies the arguments about urban 
sustainability involving elusive and contradictory concepts 
with varying achievability (from solar panel installations to 
schools, transport investments and cultural heritage). 

• The most characteristic general feature of the Hungarian 
urban real estate context is that of perennial instability 



Developments in selected Hungarian 

municipalities

• The urban property development of Budapest 

is private driven

• Development activity has spread outside cities 

to former industrial areas, logistics centers, to former industrial areas, logistics centers, 

villages and Greenfield sites. 

• Even amidst such harmful tendencies, 

sustainability is gaining more importance in 

this country too…
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LEISURE AMENITIES

(exclusively for residents and their guests)

Fitness Center

Sauna, solarium

Thermal water pool

Private swimming pool

Hydro-, medical-, recreational massage

Aqua - fitness, step - aerobic

Squash courts

Medical control (sport medic)

Billiard and game room

Library

Sun Patio with secure playground

Rooftop Garden

BUILDING SAFETY AND SECURITY

24-hour reception desk service

Closed-circuit video surveillance system in 

common areas

Controlled access via sophisticated entry 

system with

coded cards and limited zones

Centralized monitoring of individual apartment 

security

systems

Special security doors to all apartments

Computerized fire alarm system

Monitored residential parking with sprinkler 
Rooftop Garden

EXCEPTIONAL AMENITIES

Multifunctional rooms for events

Private medical services

Short-term rental apartments for visiting guests

Fresh flower delivery

Apartment services for absentee owners (e.g. attending to

pets, plants)

Technical repair service on call

Cleaning service

"Boy"-service (e.g. shopping, general assistance)

Restaurant with room service

Wine cellars with individual lockers

Cigar corner

Shops and connected services

Monitored residential parking with sprinkler 

system, CO

detector
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District IX urban renewal area; 

started as PPP but, now district 

owned; for middle-income, 

young small households –

average market

Only environmentally and 

economically sustainable?

←

District IX, modest version of a 

’Hungarian gated community’ 

(residential park, lakópark, 

lakókert); private; for the ‘urban 

middle-class’; partly for 

foreigners too – better than 

average market

Only at first look sustainable?

→



Property value creation and price setting

(1) Lack of an ‘unsustainability discount’ (exception: energy 

costs of homes)

(2) Unrealistic price-setting by the seller in a consumers 

market (falling demand; oversupply, e.g. Residential parks).

(3) Political issues: Changes in land ownership and land use 

involve political and lobbying practices – corruption too –involve political and lobbying practices – corruption too –

that are extremely unsustainable 

(4) The mismatch between the prices paid for land at the 

height of the boom and prices expected from the sales or 

leases of the completed floor-spaces

”We expect that all sorts of things will increase 

the value – some of them are sustainable”



Nevertheless: Speculations about a switch towards a 

greener building stock

• The impact of energy related property attributes on per m2 price 

– Adobe masonry -13%

– Boiler heating +9%

– Prefabrichouses (block of flats) -8%

– Flat with room heating with coal, wood or electricity -14%

– The building needs insulation -4,5%

– District heating -4%

– Buildings with outdated heating system -3%

→sustainability premium for modern flats with lower energy costs 

• The  maintenance costs paid by homeowners in relation to the actual 

maintenance of common areas in a residential building

• Relative success stories exist also in individual large scale industrial 

development projects.

• However, the urban and neighbourhood level is rarely taken on board!



Findings & conclusions

• Evol. dynamics? Perhaps, but complexity view might fit better?

• Mostly unsustainable development practices regarding the 
provision and maintenance of the built environment

• Prospects are worse for residential than for commercial property

• However: “some light at the end of the tunnel” → a switch to 
more energy efficient and better maintained building stock

• Price seQng and value creaRon plays a role → is P+ sustainable?• Price seQng and value creaRon plays a role → is P+ sustainable?

• Sustainability issues are taken on board by developers at a modest 

scale → mainly about the internal aSributes of the building 

complex. The reason for this problem is the seller-driven market 

process

• A two sided development → both sustainable and unsustainable 

elements

• based directly on the market situation, or

• dictated by institutional circumstances and behavioural factors


